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Section A

Do as directed.

Each question carries 2 marks.

Ceiling 20 marks.

1. Stand up. (Change into an interrogative sentence)

2. Mr. Hill arrived in New York ———————— May 10 ———————— eight o’clock —————

——— the evening. He decided to call on his uncle who lived ———————— Fifth Avenue. (Use

appropriate prepositions)

3. We studied all night ———————— (complete using adverbial clause)

4. He put on his hat and went out. (Change into complex sentence)

5. There is ———————— institution for ———————— blind in this city. (Use appropriate

articles)

6. Every morning she ———————— by 5 o’clock. (Use the appropriate form of ‘get up’)

7. They seldom go to the cinema, ———————— ? (Use question tag)

8. We assembled the car in less than two hours. (Rewrite into passive form)

9. The mother along with her children ———————— waiting at the bus stop. (Use the suitable

form of ‘be’)

10. Let's give Mr Jones a round of applause. (Identify the collocation)

11. shining/ is /chirping / sun / the / are / and /birds / the (Rearrange into a meaningful sentence)

12. Jerry had a bad headache yesterday. He couldn’t come to football practice. (Join using a suitable

conjunction)
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Section B

Answer the following.

Each question carries 5 marks.

Ceiling 30 marks.

13. Rewrite in indirect speech :

Rahul : Do you know that Ranjith has met with an accident and is in

hospital ?

Sumith : Oh ! I don’t. Is he badly hurt ? Which hospital is he in ?

Rahul : The doctors say that there is nothing to worry. He is in SM Hospital.

14. Punctuate the following :

when david got to the cafe, he saw that the car park was almost deserted the inside of the cafe was

gloomily decorated in green brown, dark blue and gold what are you having asked the waiter as

david approached the counter david asked for a cup of coffee a packet of crisps and a pickled egg he

took his drink to a seat in the far corner of the room, stepping over a labrador dog which was lying

by the fire as he did so, and almost spilling his coffee in the process come here bruno and be quick

about it said the waiter to the dog

15. Write an email to the Principal for bringing about some improvement in the working of your

college library.

16. You are the secretary of the Panchayath Library Committee. Prepare the agenda and minutes of

the meeting convened to discuss the programmes for the upcoming Reading day.

17. Prepare a memo as the manger of a company to be circulated among staff for preparing the

documents for the upcoming audit.

18. Prepare a presentation on the.topic “Women’s Rights and Our Society”.

19. Write a review of a recent movie you have seen.

Section C

Answer any one the following.

10 marks.

20. A reputed daily in Malayalam has invited applications for the post of journalist trainee. Prepare a

CV and cover letter for the same. The advertisement has specified the following: age below 25,

graduate with flair for writing in Malayalam and English, preference for journalism diploma holders.

21. Organise a Group Discussion and prepare a report on the topic “The 20-20 matches have killed the

spirit of cricket”.

(1 × 10 = 10 marks)
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